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Scripture declares that eternal life is God’s gift, a new creation. By analogy, one may consider
primordial life and human life as his gift by act of creation. The resulting view is compared
with Van Till’s Robust Formational Economy and Mills’ sequential insertion of new genetic
information. The compatibility and connection of these three views with science and theology
are analyzed. They are compared with such popular views as Intelligent Design and episodic
creationion.

L
ife, zo�, which applied to animals and

human beings in ancient thought,

extends in scientific usage to microbes

and plants. Bios, which commonly refers to

the course of life or means of living, is basic

to the broader term designating the life sci-

ences, but does not deny the unity of life

across kingdoms and phyla. Zo� is used in

the New Testament to designate a new kind

of life, eternal life. Scientific and theological

views of several kinds concerning the origins

and development of life may be compared

and contrasted in order to evaluate various

commitments current among Christians.

Eternal Life
A vital part of Christianity is the insistence

that human beings may have a new kind of

life. Christ stated this repeatedly: “I tell you

the truth, whoever hears my word and believes

him who sent me has eternal life and will not be

condemned; he has crossed over from death to

life” (John 5:24).1

This new life comes to us through faith,

but at incomprehensible cost.2 That the Cre-

ator should humble himself to enter his cre-

ation has been a problem for philosophers.

That he should suffer death on a cross is, as

Tertullian noted, beyond human invention.3

The transformation of the believer is so great

that in two of his letters, Paul calls it a new

creation: “Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, he is

a new creation; the old has gone, the new has

come!” (2 Cor. 5:17).4

Some want to insist that the new birth or

birth from above5 is a miracle. I view it as

“natural”6 in this new creation, just as the

birth of a child is natural in the creation

described in the first chapters of Genesis.

This transformation is a consequence of God

doing something creative in the natural

world, transforming the human beings who

are descended from Adam into something

different, having a different kind of life, yet

retaining at the same time all of the old char-

acteristics—at least for the present. There is

the promise of transformation: “Dear friends,

now we are children of God, and what we will be

has not yet been made known. But we know that

when he appears, we shall be like him, for we shall

see him as he is” (1 John 3:2).

Human life
Now let’s back up to an earlier creation, that

of man and woman. What we have learned

is that we possess many of the same genes as

the rest of the mammals: more than 98%

identity with Pan troglodytes (chimpanzee);
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70% with Mus musculus (house mouse). Indeed, many of

our genes are essentially the same as those of insects and

worms. Some are like those in yeast. What, then, makes us

different?

We have speech, though this requires that our throats

be more susceptible to choking. Other creatures can signal

vocally, but cannot produce novel locutions. They also

lack the conjoined time-binding and space-binding abili-

ties we have. In other words, some can cleverly solve

problems when confronted with them, but none anticipate

and prepare for eventualities. But there is something even

more special about human beings: they worship. Nowhere

have we found any tribe that lacks some sort of religion.

Why is there this difference between

Homo sapiens and all other mammals?

It may well be because God transformed

a hominoid by creating in it a mind that

is totally unanticipated elsewhere.

Why is there this difference between Homo sapiens and

all other mammals? It may well be because God trans-

formed a hominoid by creating in it a mind7 that is totally

unanticipated elsewhere. In other words, the initiation of

human life, like the initiation of eternal life, involved the

direct action of God.

If one accepts this view, there is a likely parallel to the

life of the new birth in the primordial pair. If we assume a

baldly literal interpretation of Genesis 3, had Adam and

Eve resisted temptation, at a minimum, they would not

have been cut off from the tree of life. Scripture does not

discuss what life and continued communion with God

would have produced.

On the other hand, however one interprets the early

chapters of the Bible, there is no empirical evidence for

God’s giving to human beings a spirit or soul or mind.8

As one consequence of this, secular psychology views the

activities traditionally ascribed to such entities as merely

products of the complex organization of matter in the

human brain, as well as in the simpler nervous systems

of other creatures. There is disagreement about whether

these activities can be described in purely physical terms,

or if one needs a different set of categories for emergent

properties.9 This latter view has been described as non-

reductive materialism.10 It has also been presented in a

Christian context.11

An additional difference has been noted between Homo

sapiens and the rest of the mammals: the number of pro-

teins produced by the set of human genes is greater than

that of the others.12 Why this should be and how it came

about remains unexplained.

Life and Before Life
If we go back to another beginning, we seem to see some-

thing similar to the start of human life and of eternal life.

Thus far we have not found any natural mechanism by

which the nonliving can give rise to life, though various

persons have speculated on possible means and others

have declared the matter impossible. There is the natural

synthesis of organic compounds in the terrestrial atmo-

sphere, on the surfaces of clay and rocks, and at mid-ocean

ridges with their black smokers, as well as in the nebulae

from which planetary systems condense. But there seems

to be a problem getting from amino acids and other com-

pounds to self-replicating entities. I will not predict that

scientists will not find the transforming event, for there are

continually unexpected discoveries, like the abiotic gener-

ation of complex organic compounds and the catalytic

power of RNA. Still, it appears that there may have been

divine intervention to produce these effects—God may

have taken the matter which had developed through phys-

ical causes and transformed it into a living creature.

The first step in this direction came with the creation of

the universe. Although it is not provable, it looks to many

as though the Big Bang matches “In the beginning God cre-

ated the heavens and the earth” (Gen. 1:1) and “By faith we

understand that the universe was formed at God’s command,

so that what is seen was not made out of what was visible”

(Heb. 11:3). The beginning developed gradually over about

10 billion years until one small corner was ready for the

introduction of life. The living things in turn, so far as

we can determine scientifically, developed naturally until

the vast array of plants, animals, fungi, bacteria, and

viruses came into existence. God may have transformed

part of the result to have a creature who could love and

worship him. Then later, according to evangelical theol-

ogy, he clearly transformed some of these into beings who

would fellowship with him forever. At both these levels,

assuming the relevance of this interpretation, what is

inherent in them by God’s gift developed according to

their nature.

There is a peril in saying that the universe, living

things, human beings, and the redeemed proceed natu-

rally. This is liable to be understood as their having an

inherent power within them so that they are independent

of the deity, as the deists thought.13 This is not my intent.

As a committed theist, I contend that all that we think of as

nature and natural is Providence and providential, God’s

maintenance of their order according to his will.14
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Between the Origin of Life
and Human Life
The four-intervention view just presented is

one possibility among several that are com-

patible with orthodox theology and what we

can learn from science. Howard Van Till

pushes the envelope when he argues that

God originally endued creation with every

power needed to develop under his provi-

dential control into what we have today.15

This Robust Formational Economy is theo-

logically and scientifically sound. The most

serious problem seems to be the origin of

life, claimed by many to be too complex to

have been built into the Big Bang. But that

is ultimately no problem for an omniscient

and omnipotent Creator without later mirac-

ulous intervention. This has been much

misunderstood.16 He has been accused of

adopting a deistic view, which he explicitly

rejects. But in his later thought, he seems not

to recognize that God’s actions are not

restricted by the categories of our under-

standing. An omnipotent and omniscient

deity can act without coercion, though many

philosophers think such action requires

strict determination of all human actions.

This confusion, I believe, is what leads him

to a flirtation with process theology.17

In contrast to part of the claims of a

Robust Formational Economy, Gordon Mills

argues that living things developed from

originally created life, which was too simple

to provide all of the information necessary

to produce the variety found in the fossil

record and today’s biome. Hence, God from

time to time introduced new genes into the

genomes of various life forms.18 Thus we

have both the persistence of the original

genome of the species plus the divine

endowment which produced new species, or

even higher taxa. This view provides both

for the continuity of some genes from bacte-

ria and fungi in some contemporary plants

and animals, along with their modification

over time, as well as for novel developments

over past ages. This contrasts with Van Till’s

view, in which essentially no new structures

are introduced from outside the genome.

I do not know of any way for science to

prove from the fossil record whether a spe-

cific gene is a product of natural develop-

ment or came about by divine insertion of

new genetic material into an earlier genome.

However, the sequencing of genomes of many

species should eventually allow a determi-

nation. If Van Till is correct, then there will

be a trail from bacterial genes to those of

higher animals and plants. The greater num-

ber and variety of genes in the latter will

have to be accounted for by mutation, dupli-

cation with later mutation, recombination,

and such other processes as fit into scientifi-

cally describable processes. Such processes

also account for the “junk” DNA that is not

transcribed.19 Mills’ approach accounts for

all of such developments as may be found,

but requires further that there be some

genes which could not have arisen by these

processes, although they could have been

modified subsequent to their introduction.

Not until many more genomes have been

sequenced can there be a decision between

these two views.

In contrast to the possibility of a scientific

resolution between Van Till and Mills, the

four-intervention view is not so easily evalu-

ated. Granted, if Mills is correct, then there

are more interventions than the four. If Van

Till is correct, then the creation of life is

excluded, but the introduction of human

and spiritual life is probably not—unless a

distinct derivable gene is found only in

human beings. Theoretically, a unique con-

catenation of such genes might also signal

that human life was not a direct spiritual gift

from God, but would be less obvious, more

difficult to establish.

All three of these views are compatible

with intelligent design in the traditional

sense, the claim that divine wisdom guided

the processes which began with the origin of

the universe and continue today, whether

explained or unexplained. However, only

Mills’ view is compatible with the Intelligent

Design (ID) of Behe, Dembski, Johnson,

Meyer, and others, which posits that what

counts as designed is only that which is

unexplainable apart from what would be a

miracle if God is involved.20

Two More Popular Views
There is a yet more radical view, episodic or

old earth creationism, which better fits the

version of ID circulated among Christians.

Common forms of old earth creationism

accept the great age of the universe but hold

that every new family or genus was miracu-
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lously introduced into the world by divine action.21 This

view provides for geologic time but gives no explanation

of genetic continuity. For example, chromosomes in Homo

sapiens and Mus musculus have homologous genes and

“junk” in the same order.22 Indeed, I hold that what we

observe makes God, on this view, seriously lacking in

imagination. There is evidently more than one way to cata-

lyze the reactions needed by living creatures. An intelli-

gent designer would surely have adopted different means

in order to demonstrate both his ingenuity and the discon-

tinuity between separately created entities. Indeed, one of

the problems in trying to determine what a gene does by

knocking it out is that there are sometimes alternative

pathways that take over. The old earth creationism

approach also makes the Creator careless or sloppy, insert-

ing silent duplications and other irrelevant DNA into

genomes. There are creatures which function very well

with less “junk.” Additionally, this view is almost always

committed to a concordist interpretation of Genesis 1 and

2 that does violence to the text, to the fossil record, and to

scientific cosmology.23 But, while I dismiss it, it appears

to be the second most popular view among evangelical

Christians, following young earth creationism, though the

latter is incompatible with science as currently practiced.

Common forms of old earth creationism

accept the great age of the universe but

hold that every new family or genus was

miraculously introduced into the world

by divine action.21 This view provides

for geologic time but gives no explana-

tion of genetic continuity.

Young earth creationism, also known as creation sci-

ence, encompasses flood geology, for it is part of a pattern

of literalistic interpretation of the first chapters of Gene-

sis.24 It should be obvious that the Almighty is able to pro-

duce a universe instantaneously, though on this view the

question remains why he stretched the process out for 144

hours. However, any universe produced recently without

deception does not look like what careful observation and

theory construction finds in ours. If the universe is no

more than six, or ten, or twenty thousand years old, the

deity must have constructed it to mislead sincere and care-

ful students of his handiwork. Such a lying deity is closer

to Satan than one we can worship.25

A Further Analysis
Since old earth creationism and young earth creationism,

the more popular views, face grave exegetical and scien-

tific problems,26 we are left with three major views. Van

Till’s one-shot creationism speaks to the scientific matters,

with the deity the unseen Creator and Sustainer of all. It

does not account for the incarnation and its consequences,

leaving such matters to the theologians. The four-interven-

tion view, specifying divine intervention to create the

universe, to initiate life in the universe, to alter natural life

to produce human life, and finally to transform human

life, attempts to cover both scientific and theological mat-

ters, though with emphasis on the latter. One or both of the

middle two interventions (the production first of life and

then of human life) may be omitted to produce a view of

empirical matters similar to Van Till’s. However, I hold

that the human race has been endowed with a soul or

spirit which cannot be detected scientifically, for this is

required by careful exegesis. Finally, there is Mills’ multi-

ple gene intervention. It may be supplemented with the

immaterial gifts of God. This is the option most likely to be

falsifiable on the basis of a comprehensive knowledge of

the genomes of many living things. If it is not falsified,

both Van Till’s Robust Formational Economy and the four-

intervention interpretation become less likely.

This broad characterization of these three views allows

for various subsidiary additions, such as the date of the

first fully human entity and the time and location of the

Flood, which have been debated in this journal. All three

are currently compatible, so far as I can tell, with scientific

evidence and orthodox theology, though some additions

may be problematic.

More on Agreement and Difference
A further look at the context of these three views plus old

earth creationism notes an area of agreement with scien-

tific theory: the cosmological development of the Big Bang.

All agree that the universe began with a singularity over

ten billion years ago and that the unfolding of this original

state is according to physical principles rather than direct

divine intervention. They further agree that the funda-

mental characteristics of the universe, down to the kind of

star the sun is and the distance of the earth from the sun,

have to fit very narrow parameters.27 All of this intelligent

pattern, designed so that life could inhabit one small

planet, is assumed to proceed under God’s providential

care without the need for miraculous manipulation. Yet

how all this order could be inherent in the ylem, the min-

ute undifferentiated clump from which the ordered uni-

verse sprang, is surely puzzling to any who raise the issue.

There seems to be no contradiction in the atheistic claims

that there may be an infinite number of other universes

with different parameters. At least most of these would

be incompatible with life. So the theanthropic nature of a
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single universe, that is, the view that God

specifically endued the creation with every-

thing needed for intelligent life, seems

problematic.

If God—in the act of original creation—

could include that which would minutely

order the universe, the galaxy, the solar sys-

tem and the earth, surely he could include

whatever was needed to originate life. This

is the point of the Robust Formational Econ-

omy. Mills, old earth creationism, and the

four-intervention view reject this possibility.

Proponents of various views have argued

that it is impossible for large molecules to

form, certainly in the number and variety

needed for life. Such arguments usually

begin from the assumption of random con-

catenation of atoms or simple molecules.

However, this assumption does not neces-

sarily hold in all situations. Additionally, a

low probability is not equivalent to impossi-

bility. Any five-card hand in poker has a

probability of one in 2,598,960. But this does

not indicate that the player does not have the

hand he holds.

Another tacit assumption is that primor-

dial life must have been about as complex as

the simplest life forms that have survived.

One difficulty with this is that some organ-

isms do not grow in culture with current

techniques and so may not be detected. The

determination of the minimum complexity

of life forms may thus be problematical.

Beyond this, what could have lived and

reproduced in what is arguably the absence

of any predation could hardly survive under

current conditions.

Another obvious problem with the abio-

synthesis of large molecules is that the heat

or radiation which can provide energy for

synthesis is more likely to break them down.

This tacitly assumes that the newly synthe-

sized molecules will remain exposed to

these forces. However, one may imagine

circumstances in which the new molecules

would be shunted to places less inimical to

their continued existence. Finally, that we

have not envisioned conditions that could

produce the simplest form of life does not

prove that it could not have existed. In other

words, we do not have proof that life could

not have originated without miraculous

intervention. On the other hand, we do not

have proof that it could have originated

through natural processes.

While recognizing that the strictly natu-

ral origin of life is not impossible, though

difficult, the four-intervention view argues

that it did not happen, based on the analogy

with a kind of life that cannot be introduced

naturally. But an analogy cannot be pre-

sented as proof.

Similar difficulties and options apply to

the origin of human life. But here, if the tra-

ditional orthodox understanding is correct,

an immaterial soul was given which pro-

duced human life. In Gen. 2:7, the breath of

God made what he had shaped from dust

alive.28 This life was not always differenti-

ated from the life of animals in remote antiq-

uity.29 Not until the intertestament period

was the soul recognized as surviving death.

This view permeates the New Testament. So

I hold as most probable that this unification

of an immaterial substance, a spirit or soul,

with the organized physical substance of a

body produced life. But I can understand

that the very first life may have been a natu-

ral product, for the divine command was,

“Let the land produce vegetation” (Gen. 1:11).30

In marked contrast to this, human life

was created in God’s image and likeness

(Gen. 1:27). Since, as noted earlier, humans

share genes and chromosomal patterns with

other creatures, it is reasonable to believe

that God transformed a creature similar in

appearance to us into a human being by a

spiritual endowment. This is not something

that would make a major difference in any

physical structure. The change would be

in behavior.31 The claim that a soul trans-

formed a pre-human animal into a human

being is strengthened by the theological

claim that the life of human beings is trans-

formed into eternal life because God acted in

history. The discovery of a human-causing

gene would falsify it.

To the extent that this argument is rele-

vant, it weakens Van Till’s claim that

everything from creation on proceeded nat-

urally.32 But the support for this argument is

theological, not scientific. A disproof of Van

Till on a scientific basis verges on an impos-

sibility proof, itself close to impossible. In

contrast, Mills’ approach requiring more

divine interventions looks more to scientific

advances than to theological considerations.

While he has not explicitly dealt with the ori-

gin of natural life, human life or spiritual life

in the sources cited, his approach is open to

theological modification.
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Summary
Those who are impatient for a clear resolution will be frus-

trated. We do not have the evidence required to reject

outright any of the three views. Indeed, though I consider

the evidence against old earth creationism telling, one may

still rationally hold the view by divorcing it from the

concordant interpretation of the first chapters of Genesis.

However, I see no benefit to this modification of old earth

creationism over Mills’ view, which has the clear advan-

tage of fitting the genetic continuity which has been

observed.

Some things may be said concerning potential deci-

sions among the three views which have been the focus of

this discussion. (1) The four-intervention view would be

falsified by the discovery of a single gene or unique set of

genes which both caused the complex of human character-

istics and could be derived by normal genetic means from

the genome of less-developed creatures. (2) Since it shares

the notion of natural development of living things with

Van Till’s approach, the discovery of genes which cannot

be accounted for by natural processes would falsify both.

Such novel genes would instead support Mills’ view. (3) In

contrast, Mills’ view would be rendered at least highly

improbable if all genetic material were found to be inter-

connected across kingdoms and phyla. While this determi-

nation is in principle possible, a large number of species or

genera across all higher taxa would need to be sequenced.

Hence a scientific decision among these views is not yet

possible. (4) Whatever future scientific work may show,

two items within the four-intervention view will remain

outside its scope: the substantial soul of human beings

(though, as noted, this could become problematic) and the

new nature granted by faith.33 �
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